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Abstract 

 The following action research project focuses on the use of alternative assessments in 

place of traditional, individual summative exams in community college. Research took place 

over winter quarter, 2018 in an introductory statistics course at Seattle Central College in Seattle, 

Washington. The use of collaborative group discussion surrounding an exam showed promise in 

creating an environment where students can better show their understanding and ability. The 

scope of the project broadened to include how asking students to reflect on assessment can be 

used to strengthen their understanding of core content.  A culminating group presentation used 

the concepts of authentic assessment and visual synthesis in its design to create an experience 

which applied learning to the context of students’ lives and careers. 
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 Welcome to My Classroom  

 “If those who are making a change are doing so because they have actually adopted the 

philosophy behind the learning paradigm, they must realize that with it comes the need to adopt 

a new assessment paradigm as well. If instruction is becoming more learner centered, then 

assessment should head in that direction as well.” (Svinicki, 2005, p. 23) 

 When tasked to think about what I might focus on for my culminating research project, I 

quickly identified assessment as a key area of interest. In conducting my literature review, I 

came across the above quote. It perfectly captured the place I existed in as a mathematics 

teacher. I will begin by sharing a bit about my trajectory in this career.  In April 2012, I flew to 

California to attend my first of many Statway trainings at The Carnegie Foundation.  

Statway (https://www.carnegiemathpathways.org/statway/) is an introduction to statistics, 

designed to be taught over a school year to students who enter community college placed to 

require an Algebra I course. The curriculum is designed for non-STEM majors for whom an 

introductory statistics course qualifies as a terminal math course for their area of study. The 

course sidesteps a traditional model that teaches calculus-based algebra to all students, choosing 

instead to focus on deep and critical analysis of statistical ideas. Algebra instruction is embedded 

within statistics instruction, as needed when needed, in context. Students work in groups and 

grapple together with statistical ideas, bringing in their own intuitive understanding. They are 

challenged to struggle with ideas and make sense of them, in addition to developing fluency with 

statistical procedures. At the time, I did not know that my introduction to this material and 

pedagogy would bring my beliefs about learning and teaching into daily practice as no other 

effort had.  
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Like many teachers, I had experimented with instructional moves, classroom design, and 

management styles in order to get students more engaged with one another and their learning. 

Through my undergraduate training in mathematics education, nearly 20 years ago, I had long 

since known that traditional, lecture-style classes describing procedural, follow-the-steps 

approaches to mathematics were not creating the mathematical thinkers this new century 

requires. I had experimented with group work, flipping the classroom, class discussions, poster 

making, and more, but these experiments were all short-lived. I was inspired to make a change, 

but without a structure in place to make these passing inspirations more systematically integrated 

into my teaching, the changes did not stick. Ultimately, my classroom looked only temporarily 

different from the traditional model. Thankfully, the design of the Statway materials incorporated 

modern best practices in a way that could not be avoided: in other words, I had found a way to 

finally be the teacher I knew I should be, with the exception of use and design of assessments. 

 My classroom hosts a vibrant problem-solving atmosphere involving daily group work in 

which students discuss and debate. Through this process students verbalize, expand, and 

strengthen their mathematical thinking. Come test time, however, my students sit alone and 

quietly solve problems, which are largely procedural, under the constraint of the clock. Exams 

are returned to the students marked with a score, which, in my judgment, does not fully reflect 

their understanding. It certainly does not reflect ways in which students engaged with their peers 

during class time, illuminating mathematics for one another. 

 Summative assessments are assessments which measure a student’s understanding and 

ability after learning has occurred, largely to ensure whether or not it has, and to what extent. In 

general, I have used summative exams at logical break points, most often after a chapter. 

However, I do not believe my use of summative assessments in the past have actually measured 
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my students’ understanding or ability. I do not believe I had maximized my use of assessment as 

a way to improve my teaching nor for my students to improve their learning. As I looked closer 

at my summative assessments, I realized how many variables to consider there are surrounding 

them.  What experiences do I provide in preparing students for exams?  How do I use the results?  

How do students use the results?  An assessment approach I’ve used for years, which I refer to as 

an “exam redemption”, came into focus as an integral part of my approach to this set of 

questions, and it will be highlighted in the following pages. 

I saw an opportunity in this year-long capstone project to begin a career-long journey of 

challenging my understanding of what assessments can look like, opening doors to alternatives 

which may improve my teaching and my students’ learning. I believe that it has served to 

accomplish that. My original idea for this capstone inquiry came from a vision: I saw a student in 

my office, unassisted, showed proficiency in a certain learning outcome for the course: “Well, 

that just satisfied outcome X!”  Too often I have seen students like this demonstrate proficiency 

in a non-exam setting, only to later bomb the parts of the exam which were designed to assess 

the same outcome. My approach to this inquiry does not match that original vision, but it still 

asks the same fundamental question. What is being lost in the individual exam environment?  My 

research questions for this project were: 

• Is there an alternative to traditional, individual exams, which better measures my 

students’ ability and understanding? 

• Can group exams accurately measure an individual student’s ability and 

understanding? 

• What experiences surrounding assessment, before and after, affect the impact of the 

exam on students’ ongoing learning? 
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Literature Review 

"We must ensure that tests measure what is of value, not just what is easy to test. If we want the 

students to investigate, explore, and discover, assessment must not measure just mimicry 

mathematics” (National Research Council, 1989, p. 70) 

Literature dating back to the late 1980s has repeatedly called for a move away from rote 

and procedural methods of mathematical problem-solving, towards “higher-order” thinking skills 

or analysis, synthesis, and communication of ideas (Borko, Mayfield, Marion, Flexer, & Cumbo, 

1997; Hutchings, 1993; Salmon & Parker, 1997).  Calls for this shift have been more widely 

implemented in classroom instruction than in assessment, and there have been calls for 

rethinking assessment within the new pedagogical approach (Mahendra, 2016; Svinicki, 2005).   

 Calls for alternative assessments have suggested using a variety of assessments (Borko et 

al, 1997). I had originally planned to implement three forms of assessment in this inquiry, all 

suggested in recent research:  Authentic assessment, group exams, and a visual synthesis project.  

Ultimately the “authentic assessment” and “visual synthesis” were combined into a group 

presentation, which I will describe in the “Methods” section.  

Authentic and Performance Assessment  

A major influence on this inquiry project was the concept of authentic assessment.  

Generally speaking, authentic assessment places the student in an environment most like how the 

skillset is used in a professional environment (Svinicki, 2005). The term “performance 

assessment” also appeared in the literature I reviewed.  While Salmon and Parker (2005) suggest 

performance assessment is an “‘umbrella term’ for a variety of measures - including essays, 

portfolios, projects, and videotapes” (p. 3), references to performance assessment spoke 

appropriately to the use of the much-related term “authentic assessment”.    
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Students who enroll in Statway are not training to be statisticians.  The professional skills 

they require from statistics are literacy and interpretation, not experimental design or calculation 

from raw data. While previous exam design asked students to interpret statistics as much (or 

more than) crunch numbers, it did not authentically match the environment in which they will 

ultimately use these skills.  Most likely, the organizations my students will later run or work for 

will make decisions based on current research in the field.  My students will need to be the 

bridge between research and organizational knowledge to work out how research will be applied 

to their setting.  In the event the organization conducts their own study, they will likely hire a 

consulting firm in order to perform the study or at least train the staff in basic skills with data 

collection and analysis.  No matter the scenario, my students will not be working alone on the 

statistics they do.  Collaboration and oversight will almost certainly be involved.  Ideally, my 

exams would match this scenario: teams working together to determine how statistical 

information will apply to their setting.  The scenario should be “ill structured” (Salmon & 

Parmar, 2005) such that students need to work out what problem solving approach they need to 

take.  

Lavigne (1994) notes that “contextualization refers to the assumption that the context in 

which learning occurs is a critical component of both the learning and assessment processes” (p. 

9).  There was a disconnect between the way my students engaged with mathematics in daily 

instruction and how they are ultimately assessed.  With current knowledge of how learning is 

situated within the rich and complex environment of social engagement it is no surprise that I 

have felt individual exams fail to reflect students’ understanding.  In designing assessments I 

want to always consider the context in which my students learn and, in part of in full, to include 

a collaborative element. 
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Visual Synthesis 

Nancy Simpson (2005), a college instructor, details the use of a “visual synthesis” 

activity she uses in her Calculus course.  In place of her final exam, Simpson uses the exam time 

to randomly group students and instruct them to create a poster that ties together all the ideas 

from the course.  Students have prepared in advance similar to the way they would for an 

individual final exam, but focusing more on concepts than procedures.  Ideally, students enter the 

final exam with ideas about how course concepts connect, but are able to work with their group 

to collectively design a poster that reflects the connections. 

It is easy to “assess” using state learning outcomes and traditional individual exams. 

Studies have shown that teachers tend to choose topics by accessing their state-chosen 

curriculum (Salmon & Parmar, 1997). If the primary goal of the teacher is to be sure they’ve 

covered all the required topics and created an opportunity for assessment, they can rest assured. 

However, more power may exist by moving to a system in which teachers and students have the 

freedom to decide what is covered and how (Salmon & Parmer, 1997; Simpson, 2005). 

 

Methods 

 For this action research project, I committed to providing exclusively alternative 

assessments throughout an introductory statistics course.  Alternative, in this case, means 

alternative to individually taken pencil-and-paper summative assessments.  Data was collected 

throughout the project, both in assessment results and students opinions using surveys.  

Setting and Participants 

Inquiry took take place during Winter Quarter, 2018.  Participants were 17 community 

college students enrolled in my Statway course at Seattle Central College.  The class met for two 
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hours each day, Monday through Friday, throughout the quarter. Students ranged in age from in 

their twenties to in their fifties.  The students shared the common characteristic that none were 

seeking careers in the STEM field (hence, their decision to enroll in this class rather than a 

traditional algebra sequence). They were preparing for careers in a variety of other fields, such as 

social work, film, education, medicine, business and dance.  All shared the trait that they were 

placed into pre-college level mathematics, namely Algebra I. 

Interventions 

 Five exams were given over the course of the quarter.  All exams had some group 

element, as described below:  

  Group exam. The first exam was a group exam.  Groups of four submitted one test form 

and received a common grade. I gave no instruction surrounding group roles or individual 

responsibility, only that the group would submit one form with all their names on it. 

Pre-test group discussion. All four subsequent exams were conducted in the following 

way.  Each student was given an identical exam.  Groups of three to five students were given 10 

minutes to discuss the exam without the ability to write or use calculators.  After this, students 

took the exams individually. 

Post-test group discussion. On the second exam, students were each given a second 

blank copy of the exam after all students had turned their exams in.  Groups were then given the 

opportunity to discuss exams again. The results of this discussion did not affect the score of the 

exam. On the third and fourth exams, students were given their own, unmarked exam back after 

all students had finished. Without writing, groups were then given the opportunity to discuss 

exams again.  The results of this discussion did not affect the score of the exam. 
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For the first four exams, students had been given a practice exam which had been 

reviewed the day before the exam.  On exam day, we started with the exam and students could 

leave when they finished, but were asked to return at a designated time for instruction in the 

second hour.  Before the fifth exam, students had requested that the practice exam be reviewed 

on the day of the exam.  Students who finished the exam quickly could leave for the day.  I 

accommodated this request, and for this reason there was no opportunity to discuss the exam 

immediately afterwards, nor the opportunity to answer survey questions. Students did have the 

ten minutes to discuss beforehand.  I had collected data three times on these interventions 

already, so I did not collect survey data for the fifth exam.   

Exam redemptions (see Appendix A for a full description). Since I teach adult learners 

who are often learning middle and high school level mathematics, it has been imperative to 

disrupt the fixed mindset many of these students held that they couldn’t learn it when they were 

younger, and can’t learn it now. Because of this, I have offered the option of doing an “Exam 

Redemption” for most, if not all, my seven years teaching at Seattle Central. All five exams were 

followed by the opportunity to do an exam redemption. Students had one week after the exams 

were graded and returned to do their redemptions, which could result in a significant increase in 

their score.  Students could earn half of the points missed back by: 

• Identifying the error in each problem they lost points on, then reflecting on why they 

may have made the mistake. 

• Correcting each mistake. 

• Writing a conclusion, which describes what they may do differently in preparing for 

or approaching future exams in order to avoid making similar mistakes. 
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Summative assessments act as an endpoint. They follow learning, and can send the 

message that the business of learning about a particular topic is closed. This is necessary, in a 

way, because concepts that build on what is known require certain skills to be set before moving 

forward. While that necessity is a product of a classroom environment in which up to 32 students 

are learning together, it is not ideal for each and every student. For this reason, I have offered 

exam redemptions to counter that message. Learning opportunities have not stopped. A failing 

test score is not a deal breaker.  

Culminating group project (see Appendix B for a full description). After conducting my 

literature review on best practices around alternative assessment, I had planned to do both an 

“Authentic Assessment” and a “Visual Synthesis.”  To work towards authentic assessment, I had 

tracked students’ career goals, and had them look into local organizations that do work similar to 

what they hoped to eventually do.  My plan was to eventually write multiple forms of an exam in 

order to match, as closely as possible, the way statistics is used in their future jobs to the way for 

them to engage with it in the classroom.  This proved difficult, given that content is arranged in a 

certain way. For instance, Module 1 is on Experimental Design, Module 2 is on Univariate Data, 

Module 3 is on Bivariate Data, and so on.  Content boxed in so tightly would be difficult to apply 

so broadly. 

 As described previously, I have done a similar process to a “Visual Synthesis” in the past, 

where students made connections to show how all the content fits together by producing a 

collectively created poster.  It was a decent but not rigorous strategy: somehow the idea of 

students creating a story about how the content all fit together seemed lacking in both meaning 

and context. I was inspired by a tragedy that occurred as I was contemplating this.  
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On February 14th, 2018, a gunman entered Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in 

Florida and murdered 17 students. Rather than simply allowing this event to be added to the list 

of national school shooting tragedies, students at the school mobilized and used the national 

spotlight to move the gun control debate to the front and center.  A month later, support for 

stricter gun control measures was at an all-time high.  I was looking for meaning, I was looking 

for context, and I was looking for a way to make assessment authentic.  Inspired by the survivors 

at Stoneman Douglas, my planned interventions veered in a slightly different direction. I believe 

my students are leaders, and my students can make a difference.  

Therefore, the final “exam” I created for them was a group project applying principles of 

descriptive statistics to a current social issue of their choice. Students brainstormed topics and 

formed groups based on interest. The presentations focused on:  

• Gun Control,  

• Black Lives Matter/Police Brutality,  

• The Opioid Crisis, and  

• The Achievement Gap 

Each of these was done as a group project and presented using Google Slides, which 

would allow groups to collaborate remotely outside of class.   

Data Collection 

 Written pre- and post-exam surveys. For the first four (of five) exams, I provided 

surveys immediately after students had taken the exam and discussed it with their groups. 

Questions varied for each exam, so I was able to capture a variety of measures, both quantitative 

and qualitative. Survey questions are listed and results are summarized in the Findings section of 

this report. 
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For the first exam, I also had the students answer survey questions before taking the 

exams, in addition to a post-exam survey, using slightly different questions. This allowed me to 

explore how impressions going into the group exam may differ from impressions after the fact. 

After the first exam, I received valuable feedback from my MIL seminar classmates at 

UW.  My first survey had asked for responses, but had not asked for explanation. I had to 

surmise reasons for responses I read, rather than hear it from the student. Surveys after this 

always provided an opportunity for students to explain their responses, so that my reading of 

their responses would be less up to interpretation. 

Online surveys. In addition to post-exam surveys, I utilized Google Forms to ask a 

variety of questions about the students’ experiences with and thoughts surrounding exams and 

assessment, previous to our class. This allowed me to offer a longer forum for sharing thoughts, 

and gave students more time to reflect and provide thorough responses. This idea also came from 

feedback I had received from my colleagues in my MIL seminar – that is, providing an 

opportunity for students to take more time in responding and potentially offer more detail and 

insight into their thoughts and history. 

Two things at the end of the quarter required me to unexpectedly collect additional 

feedback after the class had ended.  Due to sickness, the end of quarter was cramped for time, 

and I did not collect data around student opinion on the group project. Additionally, I did not 

know exam redemptions would be highlighted in this report until the focus group I held after the 

last day of class – therefore, I had not thought to collect data on them. I again utilized Google 

Forms to send a survey out to my students after the class had ended.  

Focus group. I held a focus group after the class had ended in order to hear students’ 

overall impressions of engaging in alternative assessment. I invited any students in the class to 
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join, both by email and in class and provided pizza as an incentive. Three students attended. I 

audio recorded my focus group so that I could transcribe key statements to be included in this 

report. 

Data Analysis 

For all surveys, which asked questions leading to both quantitative and qualitative data, I 

recorded individual student responses into rows a single spreadsheet, using separate sheets for 

each survey. I was able to quickly calculate descriptive statistics from quantitative data, 

specifically the mean and standard deviation in order to understand but the center and variability 

of the data set.  For coding written responses, long responses did not fully display, so I moved 

them to a Microsoft Word document.  From there, I could code responses as positive, negative, 

or neutral, by which I mean whether the students described a good experience (example: “Being 

able to discuss as we test seems to encourage my retentive power as well as gaining 

confidence”), a bad experience (example: “I HATE Group exams (so far)!!!”), or neither good 

nor bad (example: “We all felt we did well on the exam and had similar answers so there wasn't 

much to go over”). I created bins in which several responses may fit. Sometimes comments had a 

bit of both positive and negative, in which case I broke them in two. Generally, the positive and 

negative comments could be summarized by 2-3 bins each, and 1-2 comments would need to be 

addressed in the “neutral” bin.  This process allowed me to both understand my student’s 

opinions better, and create a display that quickly conveyed this information.  

Similarly, I was able to listen to the audio recording of my focus group, write down key 

statements related to the themes I was exploring, and group them into categories. It was in this 

process that I realized how important the exam redemption had been, and chose to collect more 

data on that. 
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Google Forms allows the user to export survey data into a spreadsheet. This created very 

similar spreadsheets to those I had constructed from paper surveys, and the process from there 

was nearly identical. One exception involved a question type that Google Forms allows - “check 

all that apply”. I utilized this function to offer descriptions of experiences the students may have 

had through the redemption process. They were not mutually exclusive.  I could summarize this 

data with a simple count displayed in a table. 

   

Findings 

The findings below are organized by intervention: there are five sections, one for each 

intervention. The findings provide insight into my research questions, which were: 

• Is there an alternative to traditional, individual exams, which better measures my 

students’ ability and understanding? 

• Can group exams accurately measure an individual student’s ability and understanding? 

• What experiences surrounding assessment, before and after, affect the impact of the exam 

on ongoing learning? 

Group Exam 

 The first exam was a group exam, taken by all students collectively, since I felt the 

material lent itself well to this format. Content was about experimental design: sampling 

techniques, bias, distinguishing observational studies from experiments, and determining what 

valid conclusions can be drawn from them. I knew at the time that this exam might be a 

frustrating experience for students, since their score was tied to the rest of the group. Students 

had to argue their point, rather than just write it down. There existed the possibility that students 

would disagree and come to some conclusion on the response that would be written on the test. I 
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wanted to capture an understanding of opinions going in, so I provided a survey before the exam. 

I also wanted to see how those opinions compared to opinions after taking the exam, so I also 

collected data using a survey after the exam. Results are provided below: 

Pre-Exam: On scale of 1-5, please rate how confident you are that you will do well on 

this exam? 

Option Not at all confident                                                                          Very confident  
 1 2 3 4 5 

Frequency 1 0 5 7 3 
𝜇 = 3.69 
𝜎 = 0.98 

 
Compare these to responses to an equivalent survey question following the exam: 

Post-Exam: On scale of 1-5, please rate how confident you are that you did well on this 

exam? 

Option Not at all confident                                                                          Very confident  
 1 2 3 4 5 

Frequency 0 1 4 7 4 
𝜇 = 3.88 
𝜎 = 0.86 

All survey results reflect the number of students present that day. 

 
Here I will provide my one and only obligatory statistics teacher declaration of: Small 

sample sizes!  My class started at 17 students, but whittled down to 15 by the end of the quarter. 

Both who left had family emergencies they needed to tend to. While I take meaning from the 

results of this and all survey responses included in this report, readers should be cautious when 

interpreting findings and relating them to their own classrooms. That said, we do see both an 

increase in confidence and decrease in standard deviation after the exam, which leads me to 

believe students overall had a better experience than they expected.  This is somewhat contrasted 

with another aspect of the pre/post survey.   
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On the pre-exam survey, I had asked “Are you glad this will be a group exam or would 

you have preferred an individual effort?” Eleven of the 16 chose the option “I prefer this as a 

group exam”, and the other five chose “I would have preferred an individual exam”. After the 

exam, I asked “Based on this experience, would you prefer the next exam is a (group / 

individual) exam?” All five students who would have preferred an individual exam remained 

consistent – they preferred that the next exam be an individual exam.  Two of the 11 who were 

glad Exam 1 was a group effort switched to preferring an individual effort on the next exam. For 

the two who switched, one made no comment, and the other said “It was hard to work as a group 

especially when there are more than one ideas [sic]. So many things going on especially for the 

writer which was me.”  Another question on the post-survey asked: 

On scale of 1-5, please rate how well the exam represents your understanding of the material: 
 

Option Does not represent                                                                  Perfectly represents 
 1 2 3 4 5 

Frequency 0 0 4 11 1 
𝜇 = 3.81 
𝜎 = 0.53 

 

Interestingly, the two who switched to a preference for an individual exam both rated “4” 

on this scale.  While they switched to preferring an individual exam, they still felt the result of 

the group exam represented their understanding of the material.  Looking at only the five who 

came in preferring an individual exam, we see all 3s and 4s, with µ = 3.6.  While a “3” on this 

scale may be considered neutral, none of these students aired on the side of does not represent.  

Other possible interpretations of a “3”: “It does and it doesn’t represent me”, or “it half 

represented me”. Had I asked students to explain their answers, I may have gained insight into 

what the students thought. 
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When asked “Because this was a group exam, I feel I did (worse than / the same as / 

better than) I would have had it been an individual exam”, students responded as follows: 

Response Freq Comment 

Worse than 4.5 

 

All five of these responders had preferred an individual exam going in. The 
decimal point indicates that one student circled both “worse than” and “the 
same as”. 
 

The same as  5.5 Both students who switched preference selected “the same as”.  The decimal 
point indicates that one student circled both “worse than” and “the same as”. 

Better than 6 
 
All six of these respondents preferred a group exam for this and the next exam. 
 

  

The final question on the post-exam survey was “Do you have any other comments 
related to this group exam or exam design in the future?” I summarize the responses below: 

 
Category Freq Comment 

Positive 4 

 

Of these responders, two referred to the ability to discuss problems, one 
suspected the experience will help with retention. 
 

Neutral / 
unrelated  5 Two of these responders’ comments can be summarized as “depends on 

group”. 

Negative 2 
 

One responder I quoted earlier, explaining a potential reason for the switch.  
The other is also notable: “I HATE Group exams (so far)!!!” 

 

One more comment, which is not included in the table above, is worth including. It 

speaks to the nature of group exams being potential motivators: “I missed two days last week so 

I feel bad about my lack of prep for this.” This student shows a sense of duty to their group, and 

is aware of how their shortcomings may affect others. 

Another question on the pre-exam survey was “This is a group exam. The preparation I 

did for this exam was (less than / the same as / more than) I would have had it been an individual 

exam.” Thirteen of the 16 responded “the same as”, two responded “less than” and one 

responded “more than”.   
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Exams 2 – 4: Pre-test Group Discussion  

As all subsequent exams used a similar format, it makes sense to group my findings 

about them together. I took opportunities to change specific questions, but most findings were 

consistent on all three. After Exam 2, but before passing out the post-exam survey, I had a 

discussion with the class about what I was looking into.  On the chalkboard I had written: 

“Improve the assessment process: 

- Correctly quantify student knowledge and understanding. 

- Lead to increased self-awareness and clarity for students surrounding 

their knowledge, understanding and processes.” 

I wanted the students to understand that a good assessment met both criteria, and to plant 

that seed before they evaluated the effectiveness of my interventions.  On this survey, students 

were asked “Before the exam, you were given time to look over the exam and discuss it, without 

writing anything down.  Do you believe this (improved / damaged / had no effect on) your 

score?” They were then given an opportunity to explain their selection.  The table below 

summarizes student responses: 

Response Freq Comment 

improved 14 

 

13 comments, all positive, in which:  
• 6 referenced the importance of discussion, 
• 5 referenced the opportunity to get help, 
• 5 referenced the opportunity to gain clarity on the material or exam context 
• 4 referenced an improvement to their mental state 
• 1 referenced the opportunity to help others 

damaged 
 

0 
  

had no 
effect 1  
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Although this question received only positive responses, an open-ended question at the 

end of the survey showed one student felt the experience might have had a negative impact.  

“Talking with my group before made me confuse and I made a mistake … which makes me very 

disappointed. I knew the answer but I over thought it and change my answer at the last minute.” 

Because of this, for Exam 3, I offered the option of sitting out the pre-exam discussion. All 14 

students in attendance chose to participate.  Although survey results were anonymous, I was able 

to compare pre- and post-exam responses, and I did know who had said they felt they had made a 

mistake based on confusion caused by the pre-exam discussion.  She was in attendance, and did 

choose to participate. When asked why they chose to participate: 

• Eleven responded with positive comments,    

o Four referenced the opportunity to gain clarity on the material or exam context, 

o Three referenced the expectation that the experience would improve their 

performance on the exam, or that it had on the previous exam, and 

o One referenced a calming effect the experience had. 

On the fourth exam, I asked “Today you knew, in advance, that you would have the 

opportunity to discuss your exam with your group before taking it.  Did that have an effect on 

your mental state today?”  Options referred to both anxiety and confidence and I had expected 

students to circle one of each.  Unfortunately, many students read this as “circle one” and did not 

choose one for each.  Results are displayed below: 

Response Reduced 
anxiety 

Increased 
anxiety 

Had no 
effect on 
anxiety 

Increased 
confidence 

Decreased 
confidence 

Had no 
effect on 

confidence 
Frequency 7 0 7 4 0 5 

 --------------- 1 no response -------------- --------------- 6 no response --------------- 
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One student highlighted “reduced anxiety” by double-circling and drawing lines out from 

the oval.  I judge that the lines depict radiance, and this is to note that the opportunity to discuss 

in advance had the effect of reducing this student’s anxiety substantially. 

Students were asked: “Please take a moment to explain your answers”.  Several students 

noted gaining clarity from the group discussion, and there were other notable responses: 

• Two responses expressed gratitude for the opportunity. 

• One wrote: “Seeing the exam beforehand lets me know there are no surprises and 

gives me time to think about how I will do the problems instead of thinking right 

on the spot.” 

• Another wrote: “Having the time to talk about the test before and after helps me 

feel reduced anxiety and able to do my best and have my brain be free and not 

scared about the test.” 

• Another wrote: “Taking a moment to run through questionable things and 

cementing equations is saving grace for me. I seem to lose focus as soon as the 

test is passed out.” 

I was struck overall by the encouraging response of students.  Responses were 

exclusively positive or neutral, implying no negative impact of the process. Only one response 

noted that the experience added confusion, yet they chose to participate in subsequent group 

exams anyway. 

Exams 2 – 4: Group Discussion after the Exams 

Group discussion after the exam had no effect on the score, but I wanted to close the gap 

between exam performance and feedback. My hope was that students could immediately start to 

alter misconceptions they had about the content by discussing it. If exams were to “lead to 
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increased self-awareness and clarity”, it occurred to me that the moments following an exam 

might hold a lot of opportunity for impact.  While this was a largely positive experience for my 

students, I have reason to suspect it has some negative effects as well, specifically when the 

students were given their own exams back.  Exam 2 was the one time I gave students a second, 

blank test form on which they could write whatever they wanted and keep.  On that survey, 

students were asked “After the exam, you were given a blank exam to work through with your 

group.  What effect did this experience have on your understanding of the exam content?” 

Responses are summarized below: 

Response Freq Comment 

Helped me 
understand 12 

11 comments were positive, in which:  
• 7 referenced the opportunity to compare and discuss 
• 6 referenced the opportunity to get understand and fix mistakes, 
• 1 referenced the immediacy of the experience 
• 1 referenced gaining a deeper understanding 

Confused 
me more 

 

0 
  

Had no 
effect 3 3 comments were neutral or unrelated to the question 

 

After Exam 3, students were also given an opportunity to discuss with their group, but 

this time they were given their own unmarked test.  On the survey, they were asked “After the 

exam, you were given your exam back to work through with your group.  What effect did this 

experience have on your understanding of the exam content?” Responses are summarized below: 
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Response Freq Comment 

Helped me 
understand 10.5 

 

10.5 is the combination of 10 who circled this and 1 who circled both this and 
“had no effect”. 

9 comments were positive, in which:  
• 6 referenced the opportunity to compare and discuss 
• 6 referenced the opportunity to get understanding and fix mistakes, 
• 3 referenced positive effects on their mental state 
• 1 expected the experience would help with retention 

      
Confused 
me more 

 

0 
  

Had no 
effect 2.5 

2.5 is the combination of 2 who circled this and 1 who circled both this and 
“helped me understand” 

3 comments were neutral or unrelated to the question 
 

One quote I found particularly interesting was “Had no effect on me understanding the 

material but it did help me with the scene how my classmates interpret the questions and that 

helps clarify things”. This quote adds to the idea that meaning can derive from group 

membership.  To me, it illustrates a desire to be a support to this student’s peers.  

Following Exam 4, I asked again about confidence and anxiety.  Here we see a 

difference, which I suspect is due to the fact students were given back their own exams, as 

opposed to blank forms. “Today you knew, in advance, that you would have the opportunity to 

discuss your exam with your group after taking it.  Did that have an effect on your mental state 

today?”  Options referred to both anxiety and confidence and I had expected students to circle 

one of each.  Unfortunately, many students read this as “circle one” and did not choose one for 

each.  Results are displayed below: 

Response Reduced 
anxiety 

Increased 
anxiety 

Had no 
effect on 
anxiety 

Increased 
confidence 

Decreased 
confidence 

Had no 
effect on 

confidence 
Frequency 5 2 4 5 1 5 

 --------------- 4 no response -------------- --------------- 4 no response --------------- 
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Here we see, for the first time, references to negative effect of this intervention. Two 

students reported increased anxiety and one reported decreased confidence.  Two comments 

explaining these responses refer to anxiety or stress related to realizing mistakes were made. I 

suspect that students may have been guarded in their discussions based on having their own 

exams in plain view.  While they were unmarked, students may have known, or may have been 

finding out, that their approach was wrong and did not want others to see.  This came up in my 

focus group with students.  One student explained that when she discovered she had a wrong 

answer, she “just wanted to change it. (She) wasn’t trying to understand it.”  She went on to 

explain that when the group was discussing using a blank form, they “could actually have a 

conversation about it.”  This implies that she was not able to have a conversation when she knew 

her work was incorrect. 

Exam Redemptions 

I had not planned to include my exam redemptions in this project, but I did offer them to 

this class as I have other classes, and they came up. In the focus group, all participating students 

agreed that they had never before had a structured opportunity to reflect on a test, nor the ability 

to earn back points by doing so.  One student shared “exams take what you’ve learned, it shows 

where you’re at…it’s kind of ridiculous that it shows where you’re at after the test is done. You 

obviously don’t understand it still because you missed it and then later on… you move on from 

that lesson and you don’t get to learn ever what that was.”  I was struck, in this focus group, that 

students don’t dislike tests.  They tend to feel they do a good job measuring their ability, but 

agree that they fail to go anywhere from there.  This same student said “You don’t ever do like 

‘why did I miss this’ and some teachers never give you feedback exactly how you like…you 

never understand why you missed it and you probably never will.  And I’ll forget about it.” 
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Another student shared that the redemption “opened my eyes”. The positive responses led me to 

follow up with a final survey to the class, using Google Forms. Ten students responded. Results 

are summarized below: 

In Math 091/092, how often did you do an exam redemption (there were 5 

opportunities)? 

Response Never 1-2 Most All 
Frequency 2 2 2 4 

 
  

When asked “Have you ever had an option to do an exam redemption, or anything like it 

in the past, where you were asked to make meaning of an exam after taking it?”, 4 of the 10 

answered “yes”, 6 of the 10 answered “no”. Of those who answered “yes”, two had had an 

opportunity in another class at Seattle Central, one in high school, and one in elementary. This 

strikes me as surprising. To me, it feels natural to use the opportunity of receiving feedback of an 

exam score to extend to an opportunity to reflect and improve. I know I did not come up with the 

idea of redemption from thin air. Somehow, through teacher training and around five years 

experience, the concept of this intervention came about.  I feel this aligned with what I had been 

taught about exams providing meaningful growth and assessment.  Why is it so rare?  Does this 

unfamiliarity with the concept explain why students may choose not to participate? 

I asked the eight students who had done the redemption to check boxed if a statement 

applies to them.  The results: 
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Option Freq 

I understood the exam content better after doing my redemption 6 

I did the redemption to increase my score 7 

Doing the exam redemption was worth my time 4 

Doing the exam redemption changed the way I think about exams 3 

The exam redemption had little to no effect on my understanding 1 
 

I followed up by asking “Is there something you’d like to add to the list above?” Two 

comments came in: “The redemption also helped me understand my mistakes”, and “Paul’s 

redemption system is so much more than just improving my grade; it’s a friendly hand gently 

pulling me back up after I had stumbled.  Good lookin’ out, dude!” 

When I asked for any final comments on exam redemptions, four responded with positive 

comments, two of which expressed a desire for all teachers to offer them. It appears that while 

they were not universally used by students, they received only positive feedback.  

Culminating Group Project 

An overly full end-of-quarter schedule pushed the group project later than I had expected.  

Students asked for more time, and I agreed.  My son was sick, which pushed the presentations 

back further still.  Because we had a cumulative exam to prepare for, I did not crowd the class 

time with surveys, but used Google Forms after the class had ended, as a section separate from 

exam redemptions.  The same ten students responded.  Results are summarized below, the first 

table showing ratings, the second summarizing comments on that question: 
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Overall, how would rate your experience with the group project? 

Option     Very negative                                                                                 Very positive  
 1 2 3 4 5 

Frequency 1 1 1 2 5 
𝜇 = 3.90 
𝜎 = 1.37 

 
Category Freq Comment 

Positive 7 

 

Five comments refer to how much the student learned about the topic, four 
referred to positive experiences working with their group. 
 

Negative 4 

 

Three negative comments relate to group dynamics, largely lack of 
cohesiveness or unfair share of workload.   
One comment states that they liked the project, but not the timing (last 2-3 
weeks of the quarter. 

 

I knew going in that group projects are always a struggle, and there is often one or two 

students pulling most of the weight. It is a valid argument against group projects. I also knew the 

timing was not ideal.  Things were ramping up at the end of the quarter in my class, and I’m 

confident they were in other classes as well. 

Do you feel the group project related to the work you will someday do in your career? 
 
Option       Not at all                                                                                      Very much so  

 1 2 3 4 5 
Frequency 1 1 2 3 3 

𝜇 = 3.60 
𝜎 = 1.28 

 
Category Freq Comment 

Positive 5 

 

Five comments speak to either the certain or probable relation of the topic to 
their future career. 
 

Neutral / 
unrelated  1 One comment noted that it did not relate for them, but saw how it related to all 

their group mates. 
Negative 1 

 

“I’m aiming to be a dancer so I don’t see how statistics will play into it.” 
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In the end, we only could form so many groups.  Students chose which group to join, and 

I had hoped that the topic would at least be something important to group members, if not 

directly related to their careers. I feel this was affirmed by the comments from an achievement 

gap member, who seemed to benefit from seeing its relevance to their group mates, while 

education was not their field. 

How meaningful did you find researching and presenting on your chosen topic? 
 
Option       Not at all meaningful                                                              Very meaningful  

 1 2 3 4 5 
Frequency 0 1 2 2 5 

𝜇 = 4.20 
𝜎 = 1.04 

 
Category Freq Comment 

Positive 7 

 

Four comments again refer to the relation of the research to their career. 
One felt they “learned how to do research.” 
“I think our research was able to put a beginning, middle and an end to the 
story we were trying to propose.” 
One spoke to learning new things. 
 

Negative 1 
 

“I didn’t find the exact information I needed to find, nor did I really know how 
to calculate the numbers.” 

 
 Here we see the first of a comment that is repeated in other places: Difficulty taking 

research results and applying what we had learned in class.  I had anticipated this.  An 

introductory statistics course does not necessarily prepare students to read through detailed 

studies and understand all of what they are reading.  I provided class time and was available 

outside of class to assist, and offer ways to simplify the task.  I feel it is worth the struggle to 

gain experience with it, as it takes time and practice to understand all the components. 
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Compared to the exams, how did the group project allow you to show your knowledge and 
understanding of statistics? 
 
Response Freq Comment 

Not as 
much 

 
3 

 

2 comments both referred to struggle in calculating from research data.      

Equally 
 

2 
 

One comment referred to the two working together – knowledge from class 
helping to find relevant statistics. 

More so 3 One comment discussed the importance of applying the knowledge, one discussed 
that research was easy to find because the topic was important to them. 

In an 
entirely 

different 
way 

2 One comment stated the student’s preference for exams or quizzes. 

 

 Upon asking for any additional comments, similar themes emerged.  Six positive 

comments referred to learning beyond statistics (working with others, Google Slides) as well as 

class quality class discussions surrounding the presentations.  Two negative comments referred 

to the timing of the project and difficult group dynamics. 

 

Discussion 

The Ability to Discuss: Now and Forever More 

This capstone project accomplished its most important goal: It forced me to look at my 

assessment practice, understand it, and make a change that aligned my use of assessment to the 

rest of my teaching process.  Most directly, for classes in which I heavily use group work as a 

tool for engaging my students in struggling together, communicating their mathematical 

thinking, and sense making, I will always allow for a discussion element around the exams.  I 

feel that students overwhelming spoke positively about it, and equally important is that I felt it 

did not interfere with, and even perhaps improved, the measurement of students’ ability.  

Peeking at four pages of questions with your group without being able to write or calculate can 
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serve to orient students to their task, making connections from course objectives to new problem 

contexts.  These are factors that otherwise impede students from being able to show their ability.  

Students who stand to benefit most from this are those who struggle to read, and those who panic 

when problems are dissimilar to ones they have worked on before.  It has potential to positively 

impact English Language Learners and those who suffer from exam anxiety. 

Blank is Better 

 For the three exams I returned to be discussed as a group immediately following the 

individual effort: I provided a fresh form to each students once, and I returned the unmarked 

student exam twice.  Students had only positive things to report about discussing using a blank 

exam, but some increased anxiety was reported when using their own exams.  An additional 

logistical challenge for me was that I couldn’t use exam time to start grading! I also feel that it is 

unfair to expose students’ tests to others.  Marked or unmarked, students will be exposed when 

they have incorrect work and that is not something they sign up for when taking a class. 

Worth Your While 

 Inevitably, when I talk about my action research project with my colleagues, they will 

suggest that they do not have enough time to offer pre and post exam discussions.  Of course I 

understand their sentiment, but I don't agree.  In a 50-minute class period, providing 20 minutes 

for group discussion does not allow enough time for test taking.  I encourage using at least five 

minutes before the exam for discussion, and I believe that would have a stronger impact than the 

post-exam discussion.  You could always offer a blank exam after-the-fact for students to discuss 

with one another outside of class.  The blank form will also assist in getting students started on 

their exam redemptions, which I also recommend!   
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For the Love of God:  Let Them Redeem Themselves 

It is surprising to me that my students had such little prior experience with making 

meaning from their exams. I struggle to think of a better opportunity for a student to see 

themselves in their work – to notice their tendencies, the places they consistently make errors, 

and make a change. This sends a message of growth mindset, and puts the students in the 

driver’s seat.  It requires humility and self-understanding, and it separates the exam-taking 

capability from identity. An argument against it will be that students are not necessarily doing 

their own work. They could seek help, even have someone do it for them, and this is true. I do 

not feel that possibility prevent students from having this, or similar reflective experiences post-

assessment. 

Group Project: Worth It to Me above All 

 I shared that I was inspired by surviving students from Stoneman Douglas Marjory High 

School to design a project in which my students saw themselves as active and capable. I was 

filled with pride as I watched my students present on topics that plague our nation, and doing it 

using logic and reason. Simply put: It was an honor. I feel I’ve heard enough from students that 

this was worth it, albeit stressful, but it is for me that I know I will do this again.  I am currently 

teaching elementary algebra, the quarter after this class. I am frustrated to know that discussion 

of these types of topics does not fit squarely into the technical learning outcomes of the course. 

As a math teacher, this is often the case.  It is a comfort to know how straightforward, non-

debatable and sterile math can be.  On the other hand, it is rarely inspiring change. 
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Appendix A  
 

Exam Redemption 
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Appendix B 
Culminating Group Project 

 
Math	092	Group	Presentation	

Winter	‘18	
	
You	have	now	chosen	one	of	four	groups,	all	exploring	a	current	social	issue.		The	purpose	of	
this	activity	is	to	apply	what	you	have	learned	to	analyze	existing	statistics	available	
surrounding	this	issue.		As	they	are	all	major	ideas,	there	will	be	seemingly	limitless	information	
available	on	your	subject.		Feel	free	to	think	about	how	you	can	whittle	it	down	–	perhaps	
looking	at	Seattle	or	Washington	State,	as	opposed	to	the	US	as	a	whole.	
	

The	purpose	is	not	to	form	and	argue	an	opinion,	but	rather	to	analyze	the	information	that	is	
available.		Your	presentation	is	not	expected	to	be	conclusive.		Additionally,	I	do	not	want	us	to	
spread	misinformation.		Source	material	should	be	reliable	–	from	major	publications	and	
reliable	data	collection	organizations,	except	for	finding	examples	of	poor	experimental	design	
or	false/misleading	conclusions.	
	

From	Module	1	–	Experimental	Design	
You	must	include	at	least	one	study	to	reference.			
What	is	the	sample	size?			
How	were	the	participant	accessed?			
Is	there	any	risk	of	sampling	bias?			
Did	you	come	across	any	anecdotal	evidence?	
What	are	the	findings	from	the	study?	
Please	find	at	least	one	example	of	a	flawed	study.		Consider	sampling	methods	and/or	false	or	
misleading	conclusions.		Careful!		Don’t	fall	down	a	conspiratory	rabbit	hole!	
	

From	Module	2	–	Univariate	Statistics	
What	are	some	basic	summative	statistics	surrounding	the	issue?		Proportions,	means,	standard	
deviations,	outliers,	etc?		In	other	words,	what	are	some	numbers	that	do	a	good	job	
summarizing	the	results?	
Keep	an	eye	out	for	graphics	that	illustrate	this.	
	

From	Module	3-4	–	Bivariate	Statistics	
Does	there	appear	to	be	a	convincing	explanatory	variable?		Something	that	seems	to	be	
correlated	to/linked	with/related	to	the	issue?		How	strong	is	the	correlation?		Is	it	positive	or	
negative?	
Keep	an	eye	out	for	graphics	that	illustrate	this.	
		

From	Module	5-7	–	Probability	and	Inference	
Does	there	appear	to	be	a	probability	involved?		A	likelihood	that	someone	will	be	
affected/harmed	by	the	issue?		What	can	we	start	to	conclude	about	the	population	based	on	
the	sample?	
This	may	be	difficult	to	see	until	we	have	worked	through	all	the	material,	ending	at	7.2.1.	
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While	information	you	find	may	be	from	well-collected	data,	these	are	complex	issues.		No	
statistics	end	in	certainty,	they	can	never	perfectly	represent	the	population,	and	cannot	
analyze	all	contributing	factors	at	once.		Please	construct	a	counter-argument	you	may	expect	
to	hear	from	other	intelligent,	sane	and	logical	individuals	with	a	differing	opinion.		Consider	
limitations	of	the	research	you	found.		It	may	help	to	think	about	who	or	what	is	not	
represented	in	your	research.		This	is	not	to	bring	up	something	anecdotal.		Consider	differing	
opinions	that	are	held	by	thousands,	perhaps	millions,	of	others.		
	
I	suggest	you	use	google	slides	for	this	presentation,	although	I	could	be	convinced	of	an	
alternative.		Google	slides	allows	users	to	co-edit,	comment	and	chat,	so	it	works	well	for	
collaboration	outside	of	class.			
	
You	will	have	15-30	minutes	to	present.		Afterwards,	students	will	have	a	chance	to	ask	
questions.		The	rest	of	the	class	will	discuss	ways	to	improve	your	presentation,	and	give	you	
helpful	feedback.		Presentations	can	then	be	revised	and	turned	in	by	Monday,	3/19.	
	
Some	guidelines	around	slideshow	presentations:	

• Keep	it	simple!		You	will	be	speaking,	so	not	every	word	needs	to	appear	on	the	slide.		
Details	should	be	written	into	presenter	notes.			

• Choose	multiple	slides	over	cramming	too	much	into	one.	
• Consider	readers	at	the	back	of	the	room.		Choose	clear,	crisp	fonts.		Minimum	font	size	

is	24pt.		(ADA	recommendation).	
• Also	consider	words	on	graphic	displays	you	find.		Plan	on	walking	your	crowd	through	

any	complex	graphs.	
 


